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Last ROMGB auction of the month

Source: Reuters

EUR/RON
The EUR/RON traded with the same downside bias yesterday on above average volumes but the
4.6580 area seems to be a rather strong support level and the pair returned above the 4.6600
towards the end of the trading session. The EM backdrop looks negative today and we expect the
pair to return to the upper part of the 4.6600-4.6700 range.

Government bonds
The negative mood in the global market translated into a pretty much still trading session for
ROMGBs which inched only marginally higher by 1-2bps. Hence, the timing for today’s RON500
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millions Mar-2022 auction is less than great but bearing in mind the latest positive surprises in
the primary market, we could see a decent result again as the tenor is suitable for a wide range of
investors, from banks to real money and retail. However, the negative global risk sentiment
together with the recent high funding rates locally might hinder the demand and push the
average yields towards the upper range of the secondary market, around 4.65%.

Money Market
Cash rates continued to inch higher yesterday, trading in quite a wide range, from 4.00% to 4.50%
and even higher at times. Today is the deadline for budget payments and we could see a peak in
the front-end implied yields, but a meaningful decline is unlikely before an eventual repo on
Monday. The longer tenors corrected a bit as paying interest has likely eased and shifted some
5bps lower across the curve.
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arising from any use of this publication. Unless otherwise stated, any views, forecasts, or estimates are solely those of the author(s),
as of the date of the publication and are subject to change without notice.

The distribution of this publication may be restricted by law or regulation in different jurisdictions and persons into whose
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